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When Charlie returns to Lichfield, she steps into chaos. The killer is still on the loose, Lady

Harcourt's secret is out, Seth and Gus are gone, and Lady Vickers has come to stay. But nothing

compares to the chaos inflicted on Charlie's heart by seeing Lincoln every day.Despite their

frequent clashes, Lincoln and Charlie manage to work together to narrow their list of suspects. No

one can be trusted, especially not the members of the committee who are not what they seem. Long

buried pasts are dug up as Charlie and Lincoln attempt to restore peace to Lichfield.But when

danger enters her home, Charlie's world is shattered. Books in the Ministry of Curiosities series:#1

The Last Necromancer#2 Her Majesty's Necromancer#3 Beyond The Grave#4 Grave

Expectations#5 Ashes To Ashes#6 From The Ashes
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Finally, a heroine that displays emotion and intelligence without being a doormat! Sooo over reading

books that proclaim to have kick *** leading ladies only to find the same character over and over.

They are all sarcastic, smart, martial arts, weapon wielding heroines who inevitably are bowled over



by the male love interest. Charlie is a character that I actually respected for not caving in to Lincoln.

She does not snivel and cling when he returns for her. Another thing I enjoy about this series is the

supporting characters. Each serves a purpose and adds to the storyline and in creating a mental

picture of life at the estate. Bravo to the author!!! I can't wait for #7.

I always enjoy these books. I did find this one a little more predictable and I was beginning to

become a little frustrated with Charlie's constant inner fight with herself to forgive or not to forgive,

but as always, the supporting cast which I love almost as much as the main characters came to the

rescue and a baited my frustration with their usual antics. Lincoln was more vulnerable than in the

previous books which I liked. I also liked how the book ended even though I had predicted it much

earlier.

I am pretty addicted to this series... read all six so far in a week while on summer break. I was

satisfied with book 6, "From the Ashes".I think that overall, the series has taken me on a bit of a

rollercoaster. Sometimes I'm on the edge of my seat, excited for what is yet to come. But sometimes

the interactions between Charlie and Lincoln are drawn out and repetitious. Quite torturous, and not

in a good way. That being said, I enjoyed this installment of the series. I think that there were some

twists and turns that kept me interested. The tension between Charlie and Lincoln actually makes

SENSE this time, instead of being arbitrary. I understand as an author, you don't want the love

interests to get together after only one book. If you do, you eliminate a lot of the tension/drama that

can help build the story. But come on. Six books of pouting, arguing and angst? A little much I think.

But at least with book six, I understood why the two characters were having a hard time. I think this

was a big improvement from a few of the other books in the series.Anyway, good effort overall. I'm

still quite addicted to these entertaining books and will wait in anticipation for book 7.

Scary as heck, sexy as HELL and filled with just enough sweet romance and intrigue to melt your

heart and soul! I LOVE THIS ONE BEST out of all the ones so far and Charlie finding Alice and her

unique gift is priceless and such a wonderful addition to the series. I believe in this world and cannot

wait for the next one!

Great continuation of the series. Loved the growth for both Charlie and Lincoln in which they learned

new things about themselves and each other that pushed them along in their personal development

as well as their relationship. Some mysteries solved and some new doors opened for future stories.



As always, I can't wait for the next in the series.

I love this series. And in this book, the murderer is revealed, Lincoln and Charlie continue to mature

and Seth, Gus and Cook add to the flavour. I only wish they were longer. And though it's

chauvinistic, I rejoice to see Australian authors doing so well.

All I have to say is that if you are not reading this series you should. Lincoln has "some splainin' to

do in this one. After banishing Charlie he brings her back, but the danger remains and an she ever

forgive him??

I've been anticipating this book for a very long time and am thrilled to say that it lived up to all

expectations. As the murder mystery drew itself to new heights I really liked how there was ample

character development without sacrificing the plot.Lady Vickers' indomitable spirit was a wonderful

addition to the story, and I liked how we got more insight into the background of committee

members. (All the Alice in Wonderland references were brilliant too).Lastly, I felt that Lincoln and

Charlie's chemistry really improved in this book. She didn't senselessly fall back into his arms, and

he found his usual discreet (and generally heartbreaking) way to show he cared for her. I also hope

there's a lot more of Seth and Alice in the next book.The ending of this one really touched my heart,

and I'm waiting eagerly for both this and the Mapmaker's Apprentice.
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